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CHANGING ORGANIZATIONAL RACISM: 
A WORKSHOP FOR UNIVERSITY STAFF LEADERS 
In the fall of 1986 and the winter-'spring of 1987 the 
University of Michigan became aware of extensive racial 
discrimination and harassment on campus. A series of public 
incidents brought evidence of underlying and long-standing racism 
to the surface. Perhaps more important, vigorous student protest 
placed these issues on the University's agenda in a continuing 
manner, and made it both possible and necessary for the entire 
I 
community to pay concerted attention to them. 
Administrators, faculty, staff, and students responded and 
continue to respond to these issues in a variety of ways. This 
report describes one such response, a Workshop aimed at preparing 
middle managers of student service offices to play a more 
effective role in changing patterns of organizational racism in 
the University. 
We do not attempt here a comprehensive analysis of 
institutional racism in society or in higher educational 
organizations. Rather, we document (and briefly evaluate) one 
effort to increase individuals' skills in understanding, 
challenging and (hopefully) changing patterns of organizational 
racism. The repetition of incidents of harassment, and patterns 
of discrimination, at colleges and universities across the nation 
may well have opened the door for wider and more realistic 
discussions and programs aimed at changing organizational racism. 
. In that context, it seems important for many persons and 
institutions committed to social change and racial justice to 
share their plans and programs widely. Our hope is that 
awareness of this and other change efforts will convince us all 
that such work is feasible and valuable, and will lead to 
discussion of how we can participate in more effective efforts to 
end racism. 
The inclusion of detailed.examples of staff input and 
excercises also should make it possible for readers (individually 
or with others) to engage in a learning process, and in 
consequent action for change, while they review this material. 
Readers wishing to know more about this effort, or to discuss 
their reactions to it, are invited to call upon the authors 
directly. 
I. Introduction 
Widespread public attention to racism at the University of 
Michigan initially centered on incidents arising in the student 
community, exemplified in the harassment of Black students, 
posters decrying the existence of minorities on campus, and radio 
talk shows and computer conferences utilizing obscence racist 
"humortt. Thus, it was easy to focus an analysis of campus racism 
on student-student conflict, as examples of.persona1 bigotry, as 
matters primarily caused by individual students, and of concern 
primarily to students and to those staff members connected with 
student services. Gradually., however, more members of the campus 
became aware of the ways in which the entire organization was 
involved in the promulgation of such incidents, and of the degree 
'to which the University of Michigan's institutional culture and 
structure provided a context for continuing patterns of racial 
harassment and discrimination.* 
Recognition of the ways in which all of us - faculty, staff, 
administration and students - are enmeshed in these issues gave 
rise to concern about organizational and institutional racism. 
Thus, the focus shifted from personal acts of harassment or 
insensitivity, per se, to the institutional and cultural basis of 
racism on campus: in faculty hiring and promotion, in staff 
relations and morale, in the curriculum, in student recruitment 
*What follows is a greatly abbreviated history. More substantial 
detail about these events and the University's responses can be 
found in a variety of campus publications and local commentary, 
sone of which are identified in the References to this report. 
and admissions, in the makeup of faculty and administrative 
leadership, in advising and counseling procedures, in the 
allocation of resources to minority concerns, etc. 
Representatives of minority students on campus, United 
Coalition Against Racism, Black Student Union, Black Action 
Movement 111, Council of Hispanics in Higher Education, 
galvanized public attention and concern to these issues with 
letters, protests and public demonstrations. In the midst of 
serious confrontations between these protesting student groups 
(and some faculty and staff) and the University's Executive 
Officers, the Reverend Jesse Jackson was invited onto the campus 
in a mediating role. He consulted with various student groups, 
helped students and the University President forge a series of 
agreements (some formal, some informal), and addressed a large 
interracial meeting of students, staff and faculty members. His 
presence also helped focus national attention on events at the 
University of Michigan. Statewide attention was escalated later, 
when Representative Morris Hood convened a state legislative 
committee hearing on these issues at the University. In a packed 
ballroom, many minority students, with occasional white speakers 
as well, articulated their pain, their anger, their concern, and 
their experience with racism at the University. These events 
added external pressure to the internal demand for change. The 
student groups' continuing analysis of organizational/ 
institutional ra~ism on campus, and their constant demand that 
serious attention be paid to these issues, maintained a high 
level of concern at senior administrative levels and throughout 
the University. 
Such incidents, and subsequent protests, were not unique to 
the University of Michigan*. Many colleges and universities 
reported increased and more overt incidents of racial harassment, 
discrimination, and a generally intolerable racial climate. 
Attention to the organizational and institutional roots of these 
issues has been slower to develop, however. Although 
institutional racism is a fact of life in our society, and in our 
universities, its presence has only begun to be acknowledged. 
During the spring-summer-fall of 1987 the University of 
Michigan made various attempts to address these issues of 
individual and organizational racism. They included special fund 
allocations, teach-ins, workshops, training programs, educational 
speeches and seminars, new hiring efforts, and the like. Some 
activities focused on students, others on staff, and still others 
on faculty and administrators. One such effort, a workshop on 
"Changing Organizational Racism", is described here. It was 
offered to 20 middle-level managers in various central and 
academic unit offices concerned with student services. 
The concern about institutional racism, and a commitment to 
organizational change, can be acted upon in many ways. Without 
effective grassroots protest and pressure these issues may never 
*See, for example, reports from investigators at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, 
University of California, and news coverage of incidents and 
patterns of racism at many other institutions. When Governor's 
State University sponsored a national teleconference on these 
issues in March, 1988, over 11,000 people at 176 colleges and 
universities linked up. 
have surfaced; they certainly would not have received a high 
priority for action. The role of minority student groups was and 
is absolutely essential in this regard. But such pressure (and 
hopefully resultant concern/commitment) does not necesarily lead 
to positive. institutional change. Strategic plannings of such 
change is essential, as is the development of an organizational 
infrastructure that can help implement well-designed 
organizational plans. Moreover, concerned/committed individuals 
also must have the skills to bring about such change. This 
workshop focused on the latter targets of increasing 
understanding and skills in changing organizational racism. 
The authors of this report were the instructional staff for 
the workshop, Mark Chesler and Cheryl Hyde; they were aided by 
Hector Garza and Joseph Price as consultants. The content of 
this report continues as follows: 
11. Assumptions, Goals and Design for Changing 
Organizational Racism 
111. Workshop Sessions 
A. Preparation: Session 1 
B. Identifying Personal and Organizational 
Racism: Session 2 
C. Planning Change in Organizational Racism: 
Session 3 
D. Reviewing Progress: Session 4 
E. Next steps: Session 5 
IV. Evaluations 
V. Recommendations 
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11. Assumptions, Goals, and Design for Changing 
Organizational Racism 
The goal of this workshop was to prepare and support a group 
of staff leaders to help create organizational change relevant to 
racism at the University of Michigan. We explicitly elected not 
to focus upon patterns of individual racism, on "sensitivitytt and 
"awareness," but to seek to counter the organizational/ 
institutional policies and procedures that create and/or sustain 
racism in the life of the University and its various units, 
services, colleges. Moreover, we elected to work with people who 
could already commit themselves to such a goal. Thus, no attempt 
was made to recruit broadly in order to convert people from a 
racist to an anti-racist stance, or to convince the unconvinced 
that racism was a problem, and a serious problem at that. 
Finally, work on these goals proceeded in an active manner. We 
focussed on improving individuals understanding and skill in 
order to enable them to develop and implement plans for change, 
and on providing support for their efforts to alter 
organizational racism in their units and in the larger 
University. 
Assumptions about organizational chanqe 
This approach to change focuses on changing organizations, 
not individuals. However, it acknowledges a need for individual 
change as part of the process of organizational change. Unless 
changes occur in the organizational environment within which 
individuals act and interact (and seek rewards), individuals will 
find it very difficult to learn, let alone sustain, new behavior. 
On the other hand, wi'thout new levels of understanding, skill and 
commitment at the individual level, new policies, procedures and 
structures are likely to be abstract and are easily 
misinterpreted or sabotaged (Berman, 1978; March & Simon, 1958; 
Rodgers & Bullock, 1972; Sabatier & Mazmaniam, 1979). This is 
especially likely in an organization that operates with loose 
patterns of supervision and substantial local unit autonomy 
(Etzioni, 1961; Nadler, 1981) - certainly the case "in a 
university. Moreover, the effort to increase individuals' skills 
in system diagnosis and analysis, in influencing others, in 
planning 'change, in gaining support and making allies, and in 
acting forcefully for change is in itself part of a process of 
individual empowerment. If successfu1,it may well generate 
additional pressure for organizational change, as well as the 
personpower and talent for putting planned changes into practice. 
Although there.is general agreement within the field of 
organizational change that a multilevel approach to 
organizational and individual change is necessary, there is 
considerable disagreement about the role of power in the change 
process. Some scholars and practitioners argue that the process 
of change is largely technical, and proceeds (or should proceed) 
from a base of organizational consensus about goals and means. 
In this view, power is maintained in the hands of senior 
officials, and their good will and skilled leadership is the 
primary path to change (Chin and Benne 119691 label this the 
"enlightenment" or "normative-reeducative" model of change, and 
Crowfoot and Chesler 119741 label this the "professional- 
technical" approach). An opposing view emphasizes different 
realities of power., arguing that organizational elites utilize 
their power primarily to protect their own (and their allies1) 
status and interests from challenge. The same power that rules 
organizational decisions supports the status quo (or only minor 
changes from that status quo): thus, if the status quo is to be 
altered the current power system in an organization must be 
altered. In this view, new sources, types or amounts of power 
must be generated through the mobilization of unserved or 
aggrieved constituencies, those interests and groups left out of 
the normal mechanisms of decision-making and implementation (Chin 
and Benne label this the "power-coercive" model of change, and 
Crowfoot and Chesler label it simply a llpolitical" model). 
Nowhere is the issue of power as a key element in 
organizational change as vital as in efforts to alter racism (and 
sexism and class discrimination). After all, racism is a system 
of power relationships. Since members of racial minorities 
usually are in low-power positions in organizations (as clients 
rather than prov.iders, of lower rather than higher status, in 
staff rather than line leadership positions), it is their needs 
that are most often unmet or only partly met. As Bowser points 
out, even at the executive level, "roles for Blacks and other 
minorities . . .  are parallel roles that most often give nominal 
status and appropriate incomes but no critical decision-making 
influence over the fate of the entire organization" (Bowser, 
1979, p.176). Thus, for change to occur, the power of these 
minority group members, often coupled or coalitioned with 
selected white allies, must be mobilized and applied. Without 
such mobilization, the powers of. institutional racism (in culture 
and operation) are so "deeply entrenched in contemporary society 
that they are almost certainly ineradicable by good faith 
measures alone" (~eaucham~, 1977, p. 85) . The approach to 
organizational change that exemplifies this analysis combines 
some forms of traditional organizational development with 
assumptions and tactics rooted in the community organizing or 
social protest tradition of social and community change. 
In all these approaches to organizational change, some form 
of person-retraining is seen as necessary in order to mobilize 
new forms of power or to enact and implement change. Clearly, 
concerns about racism make such retraining even more vital. Part 
of the cost of institutiona-1 racism in this society is White 
persons' ignorance of our own involvement in racially oppressive 
behaviors and institutional procedures, let alone our 
understanding of the life-styles and situations of people of 
color (Terry, 1981). To the extent that disenfranchised or 
oppressed Whites can be helped to understand the ways racism is 
contrary to their-interests as well as to tho'se of people of 
color, they may help create powerful coalitions for racial 
change. Most important, unlike programs of racial sensitivity 
training or awareness, the retraining called for in these models 
of organizational change do not start and stop at the individual 
level. Rather, individual change constantly is placed within the 
context of organizational and institutional operations, and tuned 
to the potential of acting for organizational changes. Chesler & 
Delgado (1987) review a variety of formats that have been 
developed for conducting organizational change efforts that 
simultaneously seek to produce individual as well as 
organizational change, while others explicitly tackle the 
relationship between individual and organizational change. For 
instance, they describe 12 models of anti-racism training 
programs which have different implications and relevance for 
organizational change, depending upon the extent to which such 
programs attend to organizational issues such as: the 
announcement of clear and specific anti-racist policies, the 
involvement of legitimate and credible policy makers, the 
mobilization of supportive infrastructures, the alteration of the 
behaviors of front-line staff, and the utilization of alternative 
sources of persuasion and pressure. Programs which fail to 
utilize several of these components generally stay "stuck" at the 
level of individual "awareness" or "consciousness", at best; and 
even new levels of awareness are unlikely to be sustained,or 
translated into new behavior in an unsupportive organizational 
environment. Programs which utilize several of these components 
are more likely to have impact on the organization. 
dhesler and Delgado graphically illustrate these components, 
and their escalative relevance- for organizational change, in the 
accompanying diagram (1987, p 198).Model 12, they argue, has a 
greater chance of creating organizational changes than earlier 
models; models 1 and 2, employing the fewest organizational 
components, are unlikely to eventuate in organizational change. 
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Ultimately such power and pressure must be applied for meaningful 
change to occur, because "unless the real and material life of 
the organization changes, we witness only token and truncated 
responses to the problem" (Chesler and Delgado, 1987, p.202). 
Assumptions about racism 
Definitions of racism, and distinctions between individual 
and institutional forms of racism, have been approached, 
discussed and debated from various viewpoints. Different 
scholars and activists have their favored language and terms, 
stemming sometimes from common and sometimes from competing 
analyses. We cannot review this vast field here, but refer the 
reader (and did refer workshop participants) to several prior 
efforts to present and interpret alternative views (see 
References). 
Early efforts to define and analyze racism focused on 
individual prejudice as an explanatory phenomenon, and targeted 
prejudiced or bigoted individuals (whether they were conscious of 
their prejudice or not) as the key to change. Later a more 
institutional focus gained support. Led by the work of 
Carmichael & Hamilton (1967), but drawing on older and more 
recent analyses as well, scholars and activists began to identify 
the operations of major institutions as key elements in 
maintaining racial privilege and oppression. Institutional 
racism, rooted in our political-economic system and sustained by 
our culture, includes "those established laws, customs and 
practices which systematically reflect and produce racial 
inequalities in American society, whether or not the individuals 
maintaining those practices have racist intentions" (Jones, 1981, 
p.28). For some, the key lays even more clearly in the way major 
political economic institutions work to the material benefit of 
dominant white elites, elites who are the major beneficiaries of 
this system of racial separateness and stratification and who are 
therefore committed (consciously or not) .to its maintenance. 
Some of the best recent work comparing and applying these 
traditions of analysis and change to organizations and 
institutions has been done by Feagin and colleagues (Feagin & 
Feagin, 1986). Working with the following chart, they emphasize 
the especially potent roles of Direct Institutionalized 
Discrimination and Indirect Institutionalized Discrimination 
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of individuals guided by the rules of a large scale organization" 
(1986, p.30). Examples would include deliberate efforts to track 
(or counsel) minority students into certain colleges and 
universities and into certain career paths, or to exclude 
minority content from the curriculum or social life of an . 
institution. Of even greater subtlety, and therefore interest to 
those of us working within manifestly "liberal" and "non- 
discriminatory" organizations, is Indirect Institutionalized 
Discrimination. This category "refers to practices having a 
negative and differential impact on minorities and women even 
though the organizationally prescribed or community-prescribed 
norms or regulations guiding these actions were established, and 
are carried out, with no prejudice or no intent to harm laying 
immediately behind them. On their face and in their intent, the 
norms and resulting practices appear fair or at least neutral" 
(p.31). Examples would include denying minority members access 
to faculty positions because of their lack of "appropriate" 
credentials (which credentials were denied them -because of prior 
discrimination), or because they lack some attributes of white 
males that are assumed to be relevant for certain positions but 
which, on examination, may not be. It also would include acts of 
omission, such as the failure to confront racism when it occurs; 
such failure subtly reinforces the continuation of 
discrimination. 
Workshop goals and objectives 
These assumptions about the nature of organizations and 
organizational change, and about organizational racism, provided 
the basis for staff planning of the workshop. The specific 
objectives of the workshop were initially stated as helping 
participants to: 
1. Develop diagnostic skills in identifyi.ng racism and in 
identifying appropriate and feasible targets of 
organizational change. This focus includes examination and 
analysis of different theories or explanations of the 
origins and operations of racism. 
2. Increase skills in making organizational changes, 
including influencing supervisors, subordinates, peers, 
students, alumni, and other's. This focus includes discussing 
and practicing tactics that challenge others, gain others' 
collaboration and reduce or negate resistance. 
3. Design specific plans to counter racism in areas such as 
staffing (recruiting and hiring), interpersonal relations, 
managerial styles and procedures, employee support and 
advancement, organizational norms and structures, etc. 
4. Gain personal and social support for taking the risks 
necessary to advocate for change, including developing 
networks within and between units. 
5. Monitor (and document/evaluate) change over time. 
These objectives orginially were designed to be pursued in a 
series of three one-day sessions, spread over a three month 
period in the fall of 1987. Full day sessions were deemed 
necessary to provide participants with sufficient off-work time 
to think and plan coherently, and to develop bonds of 
collaboration and trust with other workshop participants. 
Workshop.days were spread over a several month period in order to 
permit participants to gather new information, try out new ideas 
in their real-work situations, and consult with each other and 
with workshop leaders between sessions. A constant flow of 
activity between one's real workplace and the workshop context 
was seen as crucial to a learning process that could result in 
the implementation of change in the workplace. For similar 
reasons, workshop activities were conducted on campus, in a 
minimally isolated environment, rather than off campus or at a 
distant residential setting. 
A final element in the design was an early guarantee of 
confidentiality to all workshop sessions and conversations. This 
groundrule was seen as critical to participants1 (and as it 
developed, staff's) ability and willingness to share details 
about their personal lives/thoughts'and work situations without 
fear of tale-tel.ling and retaliation from peers and supervisors 
not present in or accountable to the workshop setting. Thus, 
although this reporY presents an outline of the workshop content 
and process, and examples of staff presentations and participant 
responses, the latter's plans and comments have been edited or 
omitted in order to comply with this commitment. 
Eighteen staff members participated on a regular basis in 
the workshop, representing student services offices in 5 
different Colleges and 13 different administrative units within 
the University. They were informed of the workshop opportunity, 
and of the preliminary objectives and designs, in a letter 
distributed through the Academic Services Board. Although 
several more persons initially expressed an interest in 
participating, an upper limit on enrollment was maintained for 
several reasons: (1) to create a small enough group to permit 
full discussion of issues and the development of trust amoung 
participants; (2) to permit the "test" of various learning 
designs in a setting that provided opportunity for constant and 
open feedback; (3) to permit rapid development of a workshop 
effort at minimal cost. 
Fourteen of the eighteen participants are White and four are 
Black; eight are men and ten are women. Although all are 
managers and leaders of student service offices, they have 
markedly different situational or positional power and status. 
Mark Chesler is a Professor of Sociology and Cheryl Hyde is 
a Doctoral Candidate in the Joint Program in Sociology and Social 
Work. Both of us are White. Both of us have considerable 
experience in developing and conducting workshops and change 
efforts around racism in organizations and communities. We have 
worked'together as a team in a number of projects and activities 
over the past several years.. The model of two White staff 
members has. some obvious advantages and disadvantages. It 
demonstrates the possibility of Whites taking substantial 
responsibility for altering organizational racisms. It also 
places us in a unique position to challenge or confront other 
Whites, from our and their own in-group perspective. On the 
other hand, such a team makeup fails to provide a working model 
of interracial collaboration (although it does present a model of 
cross-gender and cross-status collaboration) and may fail to 
inspire trust and confidence among minority group participants. 
These issues have potential relevance for the workshop dynamics, 
and are discussed at various points in the report. Chesler and 
Hyde augmented their staff leadership roles by utilizing two 
other organizational consultants who are members of minority 
groups: Dr. Joseph Price, a Black social scientist and educator, 
and Dr. Hector Garza, a Hispanic educational administrator. 
The financial costs of this workshop were borne partly by a 
special allocation from the Office of,the Provost, and partly by 
a series of small allocations from the home units of 
participants. Time and energy costs of participation were borne 
by participants themselves, raising a problem of personal and 
organizational overload that we discuss in the sections on 
Evaluation and on Recommendations. 
111. Workshop Sessions. 
Preparation: Session 1. . 
The first workshop session lasted two hours; it focused 
on the orientation and preparation of participants. At an 
informal lunch the goals, objectives and basic design of the 
workshop were presented and questions answered. Participants 
introduced themselves to o,ne another by identifying the reasons 
they were interested in attending the workshop and the general 
outcomes (learning and workplace changes) they desired or 
anticipated. Such information was crucial to the staff's ability 
' to design and redesign events and activities that would be 
relevant to these needs, and to participants1 sense of 
colleagueship and support with one another. 
Participants were asked to prepare materials ("homework") 
that would identify,examples of racism within their own units, 
and to bring these examples to the next workshop session. 
Examples could include instances of personal behavior by self or 
others, organizational operations, unit policies and procedures, 
. etc. Each example was to be described briefly in writing in a 
format that could be shared with other participants. 
Personal and Organizational Racism: Session 2. 
The second workshop session lasted an entire day. Our 
primary concerns were to help participants identify 
organizational racism, to distinguish it from personal racism, 
and to help individuals explore the possibilities for change in 
their own work situations. 
The schedule of activities .for Session 2 was as follows: 
9-10:OO Sharing examples and illustrations of racism in quartets 
Why this example 
Is it a clear example 
Assumptions or definition of racism underlying 
examp 1 e 
How does the University structure/culture 
contribute to this example 
10-10:30 Reports from quartet discussions 
Highlight commonalities across examples 
Record University "contributions" 
Break 
10:45-11:OO Lecture on different types/levels of racism 
11:OO-12:OO Lecture on diagnosing organizational racism 
Organizational precesses/components 
A "web" of organizational racism 
Lunch (with people who shared similar examples of racism) 
1 : 00-3 : 00 Racism awareness exercise 
Personal response 
Small group discussion of exercise 
Total group discussion of common themes 
3: 00-4: 30 Assessing personal skills/resour~es in 
changing racism 
Personal skill assessment 
Personal assessment of support systems 
Small group sharing of assessments 
4 : 30-5 : 00 Creation of partnerships/teams to meet on 
homework for next session 
Evidence of racismin unit 
The day began with the formation of quartets of 
participants, self-grouped in an attempt to create maximum 
contact with relative strangers. In these quartets participants 
were instructed to share their homework examples of racism. In 
particular, participants were asked to examine these examples 
critically in order to identify: (1) the assumptions about the 
nature and forms of racism that underlay any example; (2) the 
degree of commonality or difference in the types of examples 
provided; and (3) the ways in which the larger structure and 
culture of the University contributed to the existence of these 
examples. At the conclusion of small group discussions a brief 
report was made by each group to the entire workshop. 
Most of the examples shared at this time focused on things 
persons said or did to minority staff members or students. 
Despite the announced intent of the workshop (and of workshop 
participants) to focus on organizational racism, it did not 
appear that'most participants were yet able to identify or focus 
upon examples at this level. This was not an unexpected result: 
indeed, it is typical of the way ,in which most people have been 
socialized to think about and analyze racism and race relations 
in the United States. It was the staff's intent to use these 
examples to foster discovery and discussion of quite different 
definitions or assumptions about racism. The ensuing discussion 
and lecture was designed to challenge this form of individual 
analysis, and to focus participants1 attention on the 
organizational nature of the racism that existed in their units 
and throughout the larger university structure/culture. 
Subsequent to this activity staff gave a brief lecture on 
different types of racism. In staff presentations and group 
discussions individual racism was distinguished from 
organizational racism, and both were distinguished from 
societal/cultural racism. Institutional racism was noted as a 
term that generally included both organizational and societal 
racism. At the individual level, attitudinal racism (prejudice) 
was distinguished from behavioral racism (discrimination), and 
conscious (intentional) racism was distinguished from unconscious 
(unintentional) racism. Similarly, at the organizational level, 
symbolic racism (cultural or verbal or policy) was distinguished 
from material racism (structural or procedural or resources 
allocated). Overt and covert forms of racism also were 
distinguished. While these distinctions were made, we also 
examined and explained connections between these different forms 
of racism. Few of these distinctions are "pat", however, and 
different scholars-or activists have shown preferences for 
different definitions and usages of these terms. Inasmuch as a 
struggle over the use and control of language to describe racism 
is often part of the struggle with racism itself, we thought it 
useful to clear the air and attempt common parlance and 
conceptualization. Various usages and definitions of these and 
other terms are available from the references included in this 
report (See especially Feagin & Feagin, 1986; Jones, 1981; Katz, 
1978; USCCR, 1981). 
In providing this input, the staff used as examples the 
specific instances of racism participants,had brought with them 
as homework. Thus, overly abstract analysis was avoided, and 
staff and participants attempted to grapple with these concepts 
and frameworks in personal and organizationally concrete terms. 
The next activity focused on the diagnosis of racism in 
organizations. A brief lecture identified some of the major 
components of all formal organizations, and discussed examples of 
the existence of racism in such components. For instance, if all 
organizations must somehow attract members, we can examine the 
processes by which members are recruited and selected, as well as 
their distribution throughout the organization, for evidence of 
institutional racism - direct or indirect, covert.or overt. In a 
university, such examination might include investigation of 
student recruitment and campus visitation procedures, use of test 
scores and letters of recommendation, criteria for weighting the 
quality of an applicant's high school or college, the racial 
composition of students, faculty and staff (at various status 
levels) and the like. Figure 1 presents an outline of this 
presentation, drawing participants' attention to the 
understanding of organizations as organizations, not merely as 
collections of individuals. Thus, we built into our language and 
conceptual framework for the remainder of the workshop such 
concepts as: organizational goals and values; membership 
patterns; social relationships; technologies for achieving goals; 
authority structures; roles and rewards; and boundary systems. 
Special care was taken to utilize examples of each of these 
elements from university settings. 
After all these organizational elements were identified, we 
discussed ways in which they worked together to create a "web" of 
'organizational discrimination (see Katz, 1978, p.75). Indeed, 
none of these elements stands alone; they interact with and 
complement one another in order to create and sustain.patterns of 
racial advantage and disadvantage that constitute organizational 
inequity and injustice. For example, membership patterns do not 
arise or exist in the abstract; they are sustained and supported 
by organizational authorities and justified in terms of system 
Figure 1: Organizational Discrimination: Assessment/Analysis 
In assessing and analyzing organizational operations with regard 
to the existence of discrimination, or the achievement of a 
multi-cultural environment, the following factors can be 
examined. 
Goals and Values 
. . .  stated'and unstated (assumed) 
Membership 
. . .  criteria 
. . .  demographics 
. . .  locations in levels/tasks 
Social Relationships 
. . .  communication patterns 
. . .  interaction networks 
. . .  status hierarchy 
Technology for Achieving Goals 
...p edagogy 
. . .  curriculum organization 
. . .  management systems 
Authority 
. . .  who has it (formal and informal) 
. . .  how is it exercised 
Norms and Rewards Regarding Behavior 
. . .  definitions of what's appropriate 
. . . " p  ayoff" criteria 
Boundary Systems 
. . .  how people enter and leave 
. . .  relations with external markets/clients 
Utilizing any and all of these factors, can we find any examples 
in our sub-units, units, or the larger university, of: (1) 
intentional discrimination; (2) discrimination by default (non- 
intentional; (3) well-intentioned but ineffective efforts to 
achieve a multi-cultural environment; (4) effective multi- 
cultural environments. 
goals and values. The University's goals are codified into 
policies and enforced via norms for behavior and task 
performance; they are further solidified by rewards allocated to 
persons differentially on the basis of their adherence to these 
norms. Likewise, the University's typical curriculum and 
classroom pedagogy, its technology for providing instruction, 
reflects dominant norms and the real or operative (whether stated 
or unstated) goals and values of the organization. 
Accompanying this discussion of organizational components, a 
general discussion focused on ways in which participants could 
gather evidence about racism in organizations such as the . 
University, and in units such as those they represented. Formal 
and informal methods of gathering information and conducting 
studies were identified, including: paper and pencil 
. questionnaires; face-to-face interviews of a standardized and 
formal character; informal conversations that are nonetheless 
focused on certain issues; unobtrusive observations of people, 
places and events; observation as part of participation in an 
event or situation, including a potential change effort; meetings 
with "expert" members of victimized groups (or of elites); self- 
examination or reflective inquiry into one's own feelings and 
attitudes, considering oneself as more or less representative of 
a class of persons; perusal of records such as meeting minutes, 
examination scores, salary levels, stated policies and 
procedures, course listings, etc. 
During the lunch break, participants were asked to meet with 
others who had expressed definitions or examples of 
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organizational racism that were somewhat similar to their own. 
By sharing ideas and examples, we expected people would begin to 
identify others with whom they phared values and commitments, 
preparatory to working together or relying upon one another for 
help and advice in later sessions. 
A personal racism awareness exercise was designed for the 
first portion of the afternoon. Even though, as noted in the 
introduction, personal or individual racism was not the major 
focus of this workshop, we assumed that some degree of 
clarification or confrontation of each person's understanding and 
views of racial matters was important. Individuals who are 
relatively clear on the history and nature of their own racial 
experience should find it easier to understand the issues others' 
are struggling with, and thus more able to direct or pariticipate 
in organizational and institutional change. Figure 2 illustrates 
the inquiry format utilized in this session, wherein individuals 
were asked to think about their recognition of or experience with 
race and racism at three different points in their lives. After 
these forms were filled out, participants met with three other 
people, self-selected to create maximum race and gender 
diversity, to share their reflections. ~hese' discussions were 
very intense, and many participants reported quite revealing and 
intimate conversations with one another. Subsequent to these 
small group discussions, general themes arising from this task 
were presented to the entire group. The individual and small 
group discussions identified personal experiences, and the search 
for general themes helped locate personal experiences in the 
context of institutional racism. 
While there was considerable difference within the entire 
workshop in peoples1 early experiences with race and racism, 
there was a remarkable degree of commonality in participants' 
discussions of their experiences at the University in the winter 
and spring of 1986-87. Participants discussed their prior 
knowledge of minority harassment, of .inadequate service to these 
students, their inability to get support for needed change prior 
to 1987, and their intense pain at being "placed in the middle" 
between University administrators and concerned or protesting 
student groups when protests arose. Many participants reported 
being asked to do things that they felt "papered over" the 
University's real situation with regard to racism, in order to 
help create good press relatipns and/or to blunt protesting 
student groups. It is our observation that Black participants 
and some female participants expressed greater pain and anger 
regarding these issues than did most of the White males in the 
group. This reflects the general theme of how much more 
problematic racism is for the minority and lower status members 
of an organization. The role definition of student service 
personnel as "buffers1' for the rest of the University, and the 
ways in which such personnel then feel compromised, was another 
potent theme throughout these discussions. It was but one more 
reflection of how organizational priorities and procedures 
constrain individuals' options, and perpetuate racism despite 
individuals1 contrary values. 
Figure 2: Personal Attitudes Toward Racism * 
OBJECTIVE: To explore our personal experiences with racism and 
diversity and how these have influenced both our attitudes and 
our ability to cope with these issues. 
WORKSHEET 
Identify and discuss three events, each at a different stage of 
your life, which have influenced your personal.attitudes toward 
racism and diversity. 
Phase I: (family of origin'and school) 
Phase 11: (early work) 
Phase 111: (events of last winter/spring) 
*This exercise had previously been utilized by Bailey Jackson and 
Edith Seashore, consultants to a brief workshop for the 
University's Executive Officers. 
Individuals were then asked to rate their personal skil.1~ in . 
working for change around issues of organizational racism. 
Figure 3 represents the format utilized for this task. Such 
self-reflection helped individuals think realistically about 
their own abilities, and about their learning agendas for the 
remainder of the workshop or for the long-term future. 
In another effort to maintain a realistic perspective on the 
possibilities of change-making, individuals were asked to 
identify the actual and/or potential sources of support for their 
work on racism within the university and their local units. 
Figure 4 was used as a framework, and participants were asked to 
fill in each of those boxes with specific examples of people who 
did or could or would provide positive support for their work on 
this agenda. In those instances where the content of certain 
boxes was unknown, it was suggested that more information be 
gathered prior to the next session. The staff stressed the 
importance of each person being able to identify the persons from 
whom they might get support and assistance over the next several 
months. Making change on issues of racism is not easy and it 
often is not popular either; if it was it probably would have 
been done long ago. The potential of burnout, exhaustion and 
loneliness or isolation is high in such work, and it is important 
to stay in touch with one's supportive roots in family, friends, 
workplace and community in order to go forward confidently and 
coherently. By the same token., it is important to identify 
sources of negative support or resistance, and to plan how to 
buffer or counter these forces. 
Figure 3: PERSONAL SKILLS/RESOURCES ASSESSMENT 
What are some of the personal skills and resources you can (or 
wish to) bring to the effort to alter organizational racism? 
I have 
this 
Knowledge of the issues here 
A clear social identity 
Ability to deal with people 
Can recognize racism easily 
Clarity about my values 
Energy 
Financial safety for risks 
Support from family/friends 
Support from co-workers 
Ability to confront others 
Ability to organize others 
Ability to speak in public 
Ability to lead discussion 
Connections to powerful people 
Willingness to risk loss of 
status/prestige 
Ability to write clear memos 
Internal emotional balance 
other 
other 
I have some I do not 
of this, but have this 
need more (e.q) 
Figure 4 
Sources of Support fo r  my Involvement i n  
Changing Organizational Racism 
The final activity of this workshop session involved the 
creation of plans for the next session, and for "homework" that 
would be done prior to that time. Participants met with one 
other person, a "partner" or consultant for their own 
organizational change effort. Their first task, started within 
the workshop session, was to identify the kinds of evidence or 
information they needed about their own unit in order to better 
understand the examples of racism with which they began the day. 
As a result of the input and activities of this first session, 
some people had altered their understanding of racism and of the 
kinds of issues they wished to work on, and thus needed to 
.generate completely different sets of-evidence. Their second 
task was to gather such information or evidence prior to the next 
workshop session, three weeks hence, and to set a time to meet 
+. with their partner to support their data-gathering effort. 
Finally, participants were asked to organize that evidence on 
paper so that it could be shared with others at the next workshop 
session. 
Planning to Change Organizational Racism: Session 3. 
The principal agendas for the third workshop session were to 
help participants develop specific plans for creating change in 
their local units, and to advance their skill in planning and 
implementing change on an,anti-racism agenda. Therefore, 
specific attention was given to the skills involved in planning 
and carrying out change efforts, and to analyzing their potential 
impact on the.actua1 state of racial equity and justice.. The 
agenda for Session 3 was as follows: 
9-10:OO Small group discussion (with partners) of their 
homework (evidence of racism in unit) 
Clarity of example and evi'dence 
Statement of change goal based on example 
Post each goal for entire group to see 
o 10-12:OO Input on organizational racism 
Discussion of examples 
Review of organizational racism 
Reading articles on organizational racism at 
the University 
Lunch 
1:30-3:00 Force field analysis as a tool for planning change 
Identifying situational forces 
Altering a force field 
Planning specific change tactics 
3-4 : 00 Personal assessment of the risks and support involved 
in changing organizational racism 
Personal assessment of risk 
Sharing assumed risks in small groups 
Redo support charts 
4-5 : 00 Use the force field analysis to plan 
(with partners or in unit teams) some 
action for change to be attempted 
prior to next session 
Homework assigned at the prior session invited participants 
to bring with them some evidence of an issue of racism in their 
unit that was of priority-level concern'. They also were to have 
discussed this issue, and the relevant evidence, with their 
workshop partner prior to the session. In fact, not all 
participants did this homework, nor did all meet with colleagues 
to talk about their units prior to Session 3. Therefore, the 
first activity of the morning duplicated the assignment, and 
participants met with their own partner, and another dyad, to 
share their evidence. Each member of these quartets was asked to 
listen carefully to the issue and evidence presented by every 
other member, reflecting upon its clarity, and believability. 
After each member had had an opportunity to share and 
receive feedback on their priority issue and accompanying 
evidence, every participant created a statement of a goal for 
change from this issue-evidence. A goal is a statement of a 
desired end, and reformulates a into a "new and desired 
state of affairs". This goal statement, it was suggested, ought 
to be more than a reduction of the "problem", but a somewhat 
visionary presentation of a truly desirable situation, one 
involving some realization of racial justice or equity. Each 
group wrote members1 goal statements on large newsprint at the 
end of their discussions; these goal sheets were posted and made 
available for public examination and reaction. 
The staff then provided a brief lecture that reviewed prior 
work on the different meanings of personal and institutional 
racism, and urged participants to examine critical1.y the extent 
to which their issues and goals were targeted at an 
organizational level. Indeed, some of the goal statements 
referred to increasing their own or colleagues1 awareness and/or 
creating more harmonious interpersonal relations in unit offices. 
These goals did not appear to deal explicity with organizational 
structures and procedures, and thus not likely to carry the 
continuing weight and power necessary to sustain change in racism 
and racial relations over time. Staff .input urged participants 
to focus on "upstream" issues, on those aspects of the 
University's structure and their units' functioning that created 
(sometimes unconsciously and unintentionally) racist outcomes, 
rather than on the outcomes per se. For instance, one cannot 
fundamentally alter racially oppressive admissions1 statistics 
without challenging the assumption and criteria utilized for 
admissions; merely improving counselling effectiveness for 
students of color is less of an "upstream" focus than altering 
those racist living and learning conditions that create the need 
for counselling*. 
In order to assist participants1 thinking about the 
"upstream" issues and the organizational level of racism, and 
therefore about organizational change efforts, several handouts 
were provided, and a reading break was taken. An Appendix to 
this report includes the relevant documents shared at this time: 
(1) an article in Aqenda, by University of Michigan student and 
UCAR leader Barbara Ransby, in which she argues against forms of 
racial awareness training that distract people from a focus on 
organizational and institutional aspects of racism; (2) UCAR1s 
original 13 demands to the University of Michigan and the 6-point 
agreement signed by UCAR and University officials; (3) the 6- 
point demands made by the Hispanic Student Association; (4) BAM 
111's 11 demands; and ( 5 )  the Original BAM statement and 12 
demands of 1970, many of which were agreed to but not 
successfully implemented by the University in the intervening 
years. In addition to centering attention on organizational 
issues, these readings helped to re-ground participants in the 
*Of course, one can and should go further upstream, to the core 
power structure and norms that create and sustain monocultural 
definitions of student or faculty excellence, but that agenda was 
even more difficult to pursue on a meaningful basis in this 
limited time frame. Such perspectives were presented and 
discussed briefly, but not followed up rigorously. 
everyday pain and reality faced by Black and Hispanic students at 
the University of Michigan, and in the political struggle going 
on around us all - and including us. 
Once participants had read these documents, they 'were asked 
to re-consider the goal statements posted on the newsprint sheets 
available to everyone. They were asked to consider the kind(s) 
and level(s) of racism represented in each goal statement, and 
whether it could be upgraded to an organizational or 
institutional level - or at least linked to change at an 
organizational level, and how it related to the various demands 
they had just read about. Everyone made written comments on each 
posted problem and goal statement, providing feedback to the 
originators on these aspects of their work and planning process. 
During the lunch break, participants were asked to rethink their 
own change goals in light of these criticisms and suggestions, 
coming back to the afternoon session with a revised version that 
more coherently and potently addressed racism in an 
organizational context. Participants noted their difficulty in 
staying focused at an'organizational or institutional level, and 
the great temptation to return to problems of individual (and 
interpersonal) racisim. Our prior socialization in thinking 
about racial injustice, aided by cultural mystification of the 
real and pervasive societal roots of privilege and oppression, 
create a complex re-learning agenda. 
After lunch we focused on more specific techniques and 
aspects of the planning process. The first activity of the 
afternoon revolved around the technique of a force field analysis 
(FFA). The FFA permits a planner to identify, with regard to a 
relatively specific change goal, the factors in a situation which 
may promote achievement of that goal or inhibit progress toward 
it. It is, therefore, an excellent diagnostic tool in the 
change-planning process. Figure 5 presents the format for an FFA 
and the accompanying chart presents two examples of partially 
completed FFAs (taken from quite different workshops, Chesler et 
all 1974 and Crowfoot et all 1982). As Figure 5 indicates, 
participants listed their revised and reconsidered change goal at 
the top of the sheet, and then identified a specific portion of 
this goal that they could immediately begin to work on as their 
"change program or target". They then considered three kinds of 
"forces" in their environment that might have an impact on this 
change goal: (1) forces operating at an individual level, such as 
themselves, certain other persons, key supervisors or peers; (2) 
forces operating at an organizational level, such as the staffing 
mix in their unit, their unit's relationship with other units, 
Universitypolicies and procedures, resources available from 
special fund categories, historic patterns of organizational 
racism, and (3) community or societal forces, such as the racist 
culture or political-economic apparatus of the broader American 
society, pressures emanating from the state legislature or 
specific communities in the state of.Michigan. 
With this explanation in mind, participants returned to the 
quartets they worked in during the morning session and helped 
create each person's force field analysis. People were asked to 
be realistic and inclusive in their analyses, listing a wide 
Figure 5: FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS 
Anti-racism concern: 
(goal for change) 
Change program or target: 
Forces pushing for 
change (driving) 
+ 
Forces pushing against 




Examples of Preliminary Force field Analyses 
(Chesler et al., l&"t4-?; p.42; Crowfoot et al., 1982, p.'-'317) 
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range of both positive (encouraging or supportive) and negative 
(inhibiting or resisting) forces at each level. When these lists 
were judged to be relatively complete, participants were asked to 
rate the relative strength of each force listed on their diagram 
(as strong, moderate or weak). 
The next activity involved discussion of the ways to plan 
change in this force field analysis, basically of altering the 
current alignment of forces to guide the way to a different 
situation. In such an effort, the FFA moves from a diagnostic , 
instrument to a change-planning instrument. The staff outlined 
five different strategies for planning the alteration of a force 
field, and thus for change-making: (1) increasing the strength of 
positive forces; (2) decreasing the strength of negative forces; 
(3) obliterating a negative force; ( 4 )  adding an innovative 
positive force that did not exist (or was not conceived as 
existing) in the environment previously; and ( 5 )  transforming a 
negative force into a positive force. Of course, not every force 
listed on everyone's FFA is or will be amenable, to change, but 
participants were asked to try to apply these change strategies. 
The next level of specificity and concreteness in planning 
change was reached by taking a major force in the FFA and 
breaking it out as a separate subject of 'analysis. For instance, 
in the chart from Crowfoot et all 1982 (lower example), a 
negative force affecting the possibility of utilizing parents as 
safety monitors on school busses is that "parents can't afford to 
be volunteers". This significant and important issue was 
developed as a change goal on its own, "Find ways to compensate 
parents for volunteer activity as bus monitors". With that 
change goal at the top of another FFA, participants in that 
workshop brainstormed ways of finding such compensation or 
lessening the degree of investment parent volunteers would have 
to make. The advantage of this successive breakdown of the 
powerful forces in a FFA is that it slowly attains a high level 
of concrete and specific planning, and thus provides very clear 
and immediate guides for action. It is often a tedious process, 
but usually clarifies subtle assumptions and often unearths 
previously overlooked resources. 
The next two activities focused on personalization of this 
planning process, and asked participants to examine the "risks" 
and "support needs and opportunities" that might be involved in 
their change efforts. All the rational planning and analysis 
conducted to this point will fail if the action suggested is 
perceived as too risky or as requiring people to operate alone 
and without support from others. The staff, therefore, discussed 
the issue of risk in attempting change, especially change around 
issues as politically and emotionally potent as organizational 
. racism. 
Risk was explored through the use of the self and 
situational assessment format illustrated in Figure 6. 
Participants listed their change goal (the same as that noted at 
the top of their FFAs) at the top of the Risk Assessment Chart, 
and then filled out that chart. They first specified what ea,ch 
of the risks in the chart meant in their own lives/situations, 
and then identified the degree to which they were willing (at 
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least at this point in time) to undertake each risk. This is an 
important self-assessment for each individual to undertake and to 
share with teammates or colleagues. First, it makes visible and 
public each person's commitments and limitations. Second, it 
permits an understanding (and hopefully appreciation) of others' 
political calculus, and the ways in which others can and cannot 
be counted upon in'difficult situations. It is not important 
that everyone take every risk to the fullest extent in order to 
build an effective team; what is critical is that teammates 
understand what is and is not tolerable for each person, so.that 
they know the ways in which they can depend upon one another and 
have realistic expectations for each others1 behaviors. Some of 
the most common specific risks (within the categories in Figure 
6) that people identified were: 
Criticism from superiors 'for actions that might create 
"noise. " 
Concern that someone will repeat my criticism of 
colleagues or supervisors. 
Fear of trying something and getting attacked by 
students of color for not doing it right. 
Fear of making a "racist" mistake. 
After identifying potential risks, participants tried to 
ascertain, often with the help of partners and colleagues, the 
extent to which each of these risks might occur in reality. This 
is a crucial step: we often overestimate the likelihood of some 
risks and underestimate others; thus, it is often helpful to have 
others1 perceptions of risk categories. These risks were shared 
in small groups and then discussed briefly in the total workshop 
Figure 6: Risk Assessment Chart 
Change Goal: 
Kind of .risk What am I committed 
involved to risking in this 
area 
I 
Economic loss -threat I 
Physical Danger 
'Loss of self-esteem I 
Legal action I 
Loss of political 
credibility 
. Threat to career I 




Challenged for not 
doing enough 
Colleagues feel I've 
done too much 
Unclear about how to 
defend my definition 
of racism 
Other-- 
Likelihood of this 
risk actually 
occurring 
setting. The workshop staff used the risks identified as further 
examples of the existence and power of organizational racism, 
'arguing that the potential sanctions (formal or informal) that 
participants feared reflected dominant norms and authority 
structures (see Figure I), and represented some of the ways in 
which the larger culture and structure of the University 
organization (and indeed the entire society) subtly .maintained 
racism and inhibited efforts to alter racism. 
The second activity in this sequence asked participants to 
return to the life-space support charts they created in an 
earlier session (see Figure 4 )  and to fill their charts out 
again, now with specific reference to the supports they could 
count upon (or could create anew and therefore count upon in the 
future) in undertaking the specific change-related actions 
identified in their FFA. This activity, like others, promoted a 
higher degree of specification and realism about the process of 
planning and carrying out organizational change around racism. 
The final task of Session 3 was a homework assignment, one 
quite similar to that made after Session 2, but going beyond 
planning to now implementing action in home units. Participants 
were asked to further develop their FFAs during the next month, 
and to translate these change-planning documents into actual 
change efforts. Thus, people were now to try and implement a 
change effort around organizational racism in their local units 
or situations, and to be prepared to report upon it in the next 
session. In addition, they were urged to make use of personal 
meetings with the staff (in person or on the telephone), and to 
feel free to call upon one another for support, advice, help in 
planning or assistance in carrying out a plan or an event. The 
benefits of such parternship, and the request that partners 
identify and commit to visiting and working with in the 
intervening month, were once again emphasized. 
Reviewing Proqress (and the lack thereof): Session 4. 
The basic purpose of Session 4 was to provide opportunity 
for participants to review their progress in changing 
organizational. racism at the University. It was originally 
designed as the final workshop session, but for reasons that are 
discussed below (and again in the evaluation segment),this 
session was shortened and an additional session added. In order 
to enrich the work conducted at this session two additional 
consultants joined the staff: Dr. Hector Garza and Dr. Joseph 
Price. 
The agenda for the day was as follows: 
9-10:OO Reports of homework 
What actions for change were attempted? 
10-12:OO Discussion of "what got in the way"? 
Fill out and discuss Figure 7 
What does this discussion tell us about 
organizational racism at the University? 
Lunch 
1-2 : 00 Review of individual plans 
How do these plans respond to the issues raised 
in materials in Appendix ? 
To what extent do plans alter organizational 
racism (rather than individual)? 
3-4 : 00 What help do you need to make a difference? 
The first activity of this session involved all participants 
sharing information about the change actions they had undertaken 
during the month of November. Participants who did not undertake 
such action reported on what they had planned to do, but had not 
yet done. Some of this information was available in written form 
and was elaborated upon verbally; others simply gave verbal 
reports. These reports served three purposes: (1) they.brought 
everyone up to date on progress (or the lack thereof), (2) they 
placed additional peer pressure on laggards to develop and 
implement their plans, and (3) they informed the external 
consultants regarding the nature and focus of the workshop group. 
It became clear quite quickly that many participants simply 
had not carried out the plans or promises that they had made! 
Reaction to this collective reality was mixed. Many participants 
expressed a sense of weariness; some wondered whether anything 
would ever change. Several Black participants openly questioned 
and challenged the commitment of their Black and their White 
colleagues. 
Since inquiries prior to the workshop session had alerted 
the staff to this problem of non-action or non-imilementation, we 
tried to help.participants understand why they were stuck - in 
the context of a learning activity rather than simply as 
punishment for failure. The outline for discussion reflected in 
Figure 7 was passed out, and participants were asked to fill in 
the outline with comments explaining why they had not been able 
to move more quickly to alter racism in their.units. The entries 
in Figure 8 represent a synthesis of this discussion. 
Participants' responses to these questions themselves 
constitute a form of organizational analysis; they render visible 
and concrete many subtle and/or vague realities about 
organizations, and about the process of organizational change. 
Time and energy constraints, high risks, lack of support from 
1 
supervisors and peers, unclarity or doubt about the commitments 
of organizational leaders, and concerns about personal lack of 
skills all are mentioned prominently. These problems are once 
again clarified in participants1 statements about what kinds of 
things would (have) help(ed) them in their efforts to create 
organizational change, entered on the bottom of Figure 8*. 
The remaining portion of this session was spent in small 
group discussions with the external consultants. Discussions 
focussed on questions such as "Where did all the original 
commitment go?" "What action can you still realistica'lly take?" 
"How can one not lose hope in the face of recent events at the 
University?" "What help do you now need to implement your plan?" 
Then the consultants reviewed and reported'their own reactions to 
participants' change plans, their own understanding of key 
principles of changing organizational racism, and their support 
for people working on anti-racist agendas. This work was done in 
I 
concrete ways, with a detailed focus on different individuals and 
their particular units and plans. 
*This figure presents a concrete and potent image of how 
organizations (and especially some organizational leaders) 
frustrate anti-racism change efforts. With participants1 
permission, it was shared with the University's Provost and 
Deans/Directors, as a stimulus to their own organizational 
analysis and planning, and as a commentary on their own potential 
roles in facilitating or blocking the efforts of middle managers. 
Figure 7 :  What Got in the Way? 
Outline for Discussion 
WHAT GOT IN THE WAY OF MOVING MORE QUICKLY 
OF MOVING TO ALTER ORGANIZATIONAL RACISM 
OF MOVING ON THE "UPSTREAM" PROBLEM 
Time and energy constraints? 
Risks too great? 
Commitment to altering racism low? 
Unclear about a worthwhile and workable goal? 
Lack of skill in beginning change? 
Lack of support for this work? 
Frustrated by feeling that nothing will make a 
difference? 
WHAT ELSE? 
Figure 8: What Got in the Way - I1 
WHAT GOT IN THE WAY OF MOVING MORE QUICKLY? 
OF MOVING TO ALTER ORGANIZATIONAL RACISM? 
OF MOVING ON THE "UPSTREAM" PROBLEM? 
Time and energy constraints? 
Constant interuptions - 
Too much to do, with little time, resources or help 
Cannot do my regular job and do anti-racism work 
(something must give) 
We, the committed, are being over-drained 
Risks too areat? 
Intruding on others' turf 
Threat to my job security/paycheck 
Embarass my unit by exposing problems 
Fear of backlash from student - Black/White - caught between 
student groups and between students and administration 
Retaliation high (friends, money, promotion) 
Commitment to altering racism .low? 
Lip service or real commitment from above 
In a few months will anyone high up still care? 
Easy to blame others, but I/we could do more 
Where are the Faculty? Where are the Deans? 
Unclear about a worthwhile and workable qoal? 
Some of these change proposals are not very worthwhile 
Others1 expectations/demands on us are too high 
How do we prioritize all that needs to be done? 
Lack of skill in beginninq change? 
Where do I exert influence to create change? 
Lack of support for this work? 
Inconsistent messages from superiors/peers 
I/We are the only ones acting 
No credit/incentive for doing good on this agenda 
Frustrated by feelinq that nothing will make a difference? 
What we are doing isnlt enough 
Feel impotent/powerless 
Feels like a University malaise 
WHAT WOULD HELP? 
- Need to deal with this as a serious issue requiring extra 
time/energy, cannot do it as an "add on" to a full job. 
- Need a reward structure (and support) for people doing 
anti-racist programming (need leadership from above). 
- Need more ideas about what to do that is worthwhile but not 
overwhelming. 
- Need more people to actively share the load 
- Need to have faculty directly involved in working with 
students on these issues. 
As a result of disatisfaction with progress made in local 
units, it was agreed to extend the workshop and meet again. 
Participants again committed themselves to undertake local change 
efforts, and to return for an additional session in two months. 
Next Steps - Separately and Toqether: Session 5. 
The primary concern in this final, -half-day session was to 
review the workshop in general, to discuss events occurring at 
the University over the past several months, and to chart any 
future steps or activities members of the group might undertake, 
individually or together. This session occured amidst renewed . 
student protest concerning lack of positive movement at the 
University and lack of visible and positive leadership by 
University officials. 
In reflecting back over the past several months, especially 
since the fourth session in early December, participants had four 
general reactions. The first was a recognition and report of 
some positive actions on the part of themselves and others in the 
University community. In this there was a sense of growth and of 
positive hope for the future; participants did not feel that 
major problems had been solved or or that organized racism 
significantly had lessened, but they did report that more people 
were seriously thinking about these issues and actually tryi.ng to 
act differently. The second reaction was frustration and anger 
at the continuing evidence of racism - in public speech, in 
behavior and in non-action - by significant elements of the 
staff, faculty and administration of the University. In this 
there was a sense of despair and futility with regard to any 
progress, and for the changes they might undertake within the 
prevailing context of "business as usual." The third general 
reaction was a growing conc.ern about the degree of harassment, 
pain and non-responsiveness felt in the minority student (and 
staff and faculty) community. Workshop participants, most of 
whom had constant contact with members of the minority student 
community, feared .that these students would eventually be 
"blamed" for the University's negative public image. They also 
suggested that increasing polarization of the community and 
alienation of the White student body would be a natural outgrowth 
of a lack of faculty leadership in challenging racism in 
classroom and curriculum. Thus, while they felt 'there was 
evidence of administrative leadership, albeit sometimes 
unreliable and by no means universal, they often asked for 
evidence of faculty concern. The fourth general reaction was one 
of frustration (and for some guilt) about their own lack of 
ability or energy or commitment to try the changes they had 
planned or hoped to undertake. 
In discussing potential next steps in their own growth and 
work toward changing organizational racism, several workshop 
participants indicated that they were continuing to work on the 
projects they had started. It seemed quite clear that several 
change projects had been initiated, and that several of these 
showed promise of success - at least to date. Several others 
were still to be undertaken, and people expressed the hope that 
they might be of further support and aid to colleagues who had 
not yet put their plans into practice. 
A subgroup of the entire workshop (predominantly Black 
participants and White female participants) indicated a desire to 
present the results of their learnings and plans to various 
members of the University administration, to appraise them of 
their new or altered perspective and sense of what had to be 
different at a higher organizational level to support their 
initiatives for change. The possibility of writing a collective 
letter or seeking a collective audience was discussed, but the 
actual planning of such options was left to a follow-up meeting 
without the staff and outside the official workshop setting. 
IV. Evaluations 
Workshop participants generally were very positive about the 
learning process in which they.had engaged, and felt they were 
better prepared to understand issues of organizational/ 
institutional racism and to combat it within their units. They 
were asked to list specific positive and negative aspects of the 
workshop; those elements mentioned most often included: 
Positive aspects. 
Open and honest d'ialogue 
.Trust developed among participants 
A chance to evaluate one's own attitudes and knowledge and skills 
Overcome a feeling of being alone in caring about racism 
Learned skills in diagnosis and change-planning 
Learned about organizational racism -what it is, how it works 
Got in touch with the reality of racism on campus 
Learned ways of confronting racism 
Tried some new things in my unit 
Negative aspects 
Not everyone was open 
It was hard to do a real change project 
There were real time/energy limits on us, since everyone had 
full-time jobs to do too 
Too many negative comments about the administration 
Not enough analysis of the administration's resistance to change 
Our own views, as staff members, roughly coincide with these 
perceptions. We felt open and honest dialogue had often 
occurred, but not all the time. In fact, although some Black 
participants did challenge some White participants regarding 
their real values and their commitments to change, other 
participants deliberately avoided confronting one another about 
their different views and suggestions. Our priority of dealing 
with organizational racism, as contrasted with individual 
prejudice and racism, led us to not pursue all these instances. 
That may have been an error, however, since pursuit might well 
have been an opportunity for learning more about the impact of 
institutional racism on individuals, and eventually for 
increasing the level of trust and collaboration, or at least 
honesty, among workshop participants. 
\ 
Several participants wavered in their degree of commitment 
to the workshop agenda, and indeed to work on racism itself. A 
few seldom did the "homework", did very little action-planning, 
and seemed "along for the ride". A few also left some sessions 
early, mostly to do their regular work. And the quality of some 
participants' projects was problematic - either because they 
remained focused on individual racism or because they were 
targeted at minimally potent organizational factors. To the 
extent that these limited initiatives are responses to felt risk, 
it is hard to fault individuals for their choices in an 
environment they perceive as hostile to their change concerns. 
Change in that environment, or at least in its openness and 
support for new initiatives, may have to precede middle manager 
efforts. 
In our view, the interplay of racial, gender and 
power/status dynamics probably was involved in these differential 
response patterns. For instance, it appeared to us that 
substantial effort at local unit change of an organizational 
character, and indeed in workshop leadership (e.g. regarding the 
i'nitiative of next steps), was taken by a group of Black males 
and females and White females. Another group, primarily of 
higher sta'tus White/males, but including Black males and White 
females, did subtantial planning, but undertook little 
demonstrable action focused on organizational racism (although it 
did appear that they worked on issues of personal racism). It is 
probably premature to draw such conclusions firmly as of the end 
of the last workshop session, since participants may have 
continued to innovate or plan changes at later points in the 
year. Or, perhaps their personal learnings'had made a difference 
in the nature of debate and discussion within the Academic 
Services Board or their local units. We have not conducted 
systematic follow-up evaluations that would assess these . 
obervations. 
Several participants expressed the view that it had been 
helpful to meet and talk with others concerned about altering 
racism at the University. Many of these staff members felt 
isolated in their units, as if they were fighting a lonely and 
losing battle against White denial, complacency, disinterest and 
resistance to change. The recognition that others cared deeply 
and were planning to take risks and make change, buttressed and 
re-energized participants. 
Perhaps the most distressing aspect of the workshop was the 
real time/energy constraints participants experienced. For the 
most part people were committed to attending events, 
participating in them, and trying out ideas in their local units. 
Attendance generally was good: all 18 participants attended the 
preparatory session and Session 2; fourteen out of 18 attended 
Session 3, and 2 of those missing it were picked up in a makeup 
meeting with the staff; twelve of 18 attended session 4, and 4 of 
those missing it were picked up in a makeup meeting; and 15 out 
of 18 attended session 5 .  In all, then, only 2 of the original 
18 participants stopped coming to meetings on a regular basis. 
However, attending meetings and trying to create local unit 
change are two different matters. Some participants found it 
difficult, despite trying hard, to alter their daily work 
. routines so they could be free to try out new ideas. This is one 
of the subtle workings of organizational racism, and exemplifies 
the way "normal" business operations frustrate the intelligent 
and well-intentioned efforts of people of good will. It also 
reflects a major failure of the workshop design. 
It appeared to us that many people learned new ways of 
understanding and thinking about racism, especially about 
organizational racism, and about the realistic need for change in 
their units and in the University at large. These are important 
gains. However, a full and final evaluation of this workshop 
would not rest on participants1 reports of their positive and 
negative reactions, nor on their changed perceptions, attitudes 
or even skills. It would focus eventually on whether 
participants designed and implemented (or tried to implement) 
programs that changed aspects of the organizational racism they 
identified in their units. We know that some participants did 
design such programs and put them into pratice, some immediately 
and some 6-9 months after the workshop concluded.- Since we have 
not collected information on the extent of such efforts, nor. 
their precise nature and impact, this is a quite imcomplete 
evaluation. We certainly hope that some projects will begin to 
make a difference in some local units; only time will tell. 
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V. Recommendations. 
This section summarizes the major recommendations of 
participants and.staff members. They appear to flow from the 
general perspective that the workshop was successful, but that it 
did not go far enough. 
1. Many participants suggested that the workshop should be 
done again, perhaps with some changes. It could be offered 
to other members of the Academic Services Board. It could 
be offered to members of intact work teams or entire 
offices; this would ease the problem of one person trying to 
bring new ideas back to a entire unit. And it was suggested 
that it could be done with people of higher status than 
these workshop participants, people with the organizational 
power to make the organizational chanses workshop 
participants were considering. 
2. Several participants argued that more attention should 
have been paid to raising individuals' personal awareness of 
their own racism and how they are embedded in the structure 
and culture of the larger organization and society. In this 
way the issues of interracial and collegial trust and 
openness might have been confronted and worked through more 
successfully. The same probably is true for the examination 
of gender dynamics and of the power/status differences among 
individuals. Indeed, our original intention as staff 
members to avoid a focus on personal awareness may have 
distracted us from dealing effectively with these concerns. 
A closely related concern was that as participants focused 
on making changes that they saw as important in their own 
units they sometimes strayed from the issues expressed by 
protesting student groups. The staff did try to keep the 
workshop grounded in the ongoing campus struggle, 
particularly with readings and commentary from campus 
leaders, but it might have been useful to connect 
participants' plans more directly with the issues raised by 
studentstor with representatives of these groups, in person. 
However, the time available for either of these awareness- 
raising activities would have detracted from other 
objectives. 
3. It would have been advisable for the workshop staff to 
have been multiracial. Although, as noted earlier, there 
are potential advantages to White leadership in such 
workshops, there are disadvantages as well. The staff's 
inability to model productive Black-White challenge and 
confrontation may have accounted tor workshop participants' 
reluctance to pursue these issues with one another. Several 
authors have commented on these issues (see, for instance, 
Alderfer et all 1980), and especially on the way a racially 
more diverse staff can facilitate racial caucuses and 
confrontations. The addition of two consultants who are 
minority group members was helpful in this regard, but it 
came late in the workshop schedule and they were additions, 
not built-in and ongoing parts of the staff and the process. 
Another issue centering on the staff concerns the special 
utility and disutility of involving University personnel as 
staff. As internal University personnel, we were aware in 
special ways of local history and tradition, and personally 
familiar with some workshop participants. Also as internal 
personnel, we undoubtedly'wore some of the blinders typical 
of people operating within this culture, and were at least 
somewhat subject to the risks and sanctions noted and 
discussed by the participants themselves. It is not clear 
to us that our internal status was on balance 
disadvantageous, but external consultants probably would 
have brought with them a quite different calculus on these 
matters. This obviously is a matter requiring greater 
thought. 
4. There was a stated need for more sustained follow-up 
with individuals and partner-teams between workshop 
sessions. Such action would have encouraged or cajoled 
members to "do their homework", and would have provided a 
continuing supportive presence to people who, for various 
reasons, wavered in their energy or skill or commitment. In 
fact, the workshop staff did constantly invite people to 
personal meetings, but were seldom taken up on those 
invitations. It seems that beyond invitations, the staff 
could have originated visits to participants in their own 
units and provided more "at the elbow" assistance. One 
recommendation from several persons suggested that this 
follow-up begin immediately, with attention to the 
continuing work of workshop participants themselves. 
5 .  In any future attempt to duplicate or expand such a 
workshop, attention must be paid to the issues of 
time/energy availability. One suggestion was for sessions 
to be half-days rather than full days, but that would 
stretch out the concentrated time involved and lessen 
collegial interaction even further. Another suggestion was 
to conduct sessions as a retreat, pulling people even 
further away from their jobs. As it was, participants had 
to do their'regular day's work whether or not they were in 
their office; thus they had to do two days work for each day 
they spent at a workshop session. Release time that is 
real, or extra compensation, or people who substitute at 
work, are other possibilities for dealing with this issue.' 
It is, of course impossible to deal meaningfully with this 
issue without involving the rest of the University's 
administrative leadership in the process. Middle managers 
simply cannot be excused from their important roles without 
some impact on either their personal work load or the short- 
run operating efficiency of their units. Thus, the 
time/energy solutions would have required, and still do 
require, meaningful support from the Deans and Directors who 
supervised workshop participants. As noted earlier, the 
fact that a priority on meeting the demands of regular 
organizational business demands detracts from the priority 
on planning and acting to change organizational racism is, 
in and of itself, evidence of the prevailing power of 
organizational racism. Only if changing organizational 
racism becomes sufficiently important to intrude upon and 
alter other ongoing priorities is there a realistic chance 
of success. Ongoing priorities may include regular 
admissions' procedures, regular hiring procedures, regular 
decision-making procedures, or regular time/energy demands 
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of people committed to changing racism. 
6. The workshop as constructed relied on the "good will" 
of participants to take the issues seriously, to identify 
important change projects, to work to challenge racism, etc. 
Most did. In our introductory discussion of efforts to 
change institutional racism, however, we noted just how 
shortsighted is reliance on such motives alone. Thus, some 
have argued that instead of simply changing the time/energy 
resource system, we could have arranged for more direct 
pressure for change to be placed on these middle level 
managers. Then perhaps they would have been "forced" to 
rearrange their schedules, stay in sessions, design high 
level projects', carry them out, etc. Where would such 
pressure have come from? Perhaps from more direct contact 
with protesting student groups. Perhaps from administrative 
demand that change be undertaken. These things did not 
happen; indeed, it is not clear that participants would 
have volunteered for a workshop under these circumstances. 
But we do think that more support (and pressure) from above. 
would have helped. In the terms spelled out in Chesler and 
Delgado's (1987, see p. 12 of this report) discussion of 
alternative training programs for organizational change, 
this workshop exemplified models 2-4, efforts to alter 
skills on an ongoing basis, with the support of powerful 
policy makers (although on the latter point there was 
disagreement among participants) and manipulation of the 
organizational infrastructure. Future efforts might adopt . 
portions of model 6 - "support and normative pressure plus 
resources and modification of the reward structure" (p.199) 
- or models 11 and 12 - adding other members of the local 
community or external authorities. Obviously the addition 
of these power elements would have led to a very different 
workshop design. This discussion highlights the potential 
alternatives for future consideration, and is not an effort 
to delegitimate the present design or outcomes themselves. 
However, participants' comments about their own time 
limitations, and their continuing concern about support from 
superordinates (who have the power to reward them, to 
manipulate resources, and to expect their regular day's work 
in addition to learning/planning time) require attention. 
7 .  One focus of future work could be joint or collective 
action by several or all workshop participants. The 
concentration on one's own individual projects did not take 
full advantage of the collective power and skill of the 
group assembled. Moreover, it failed to translate the 
individual learning agendas and growth of workshop 
participants into a potent political force. Given concerns 
raised about the level of trust and openness that did 
prevail, however, it is not clear that joint projects or a 
collective political thrust would have been successful. 
Nevertheless, this remains an important option to be 
considered further. 
8. Finally, it was suggested that this sort of workshop 
has the greatest payoff potential to the extent it is built 
in to the ongoing structure and culture of the University, 
to the job and. role expectations of all staff members (and 
faculty and administration as well). Just as we know that - 
anti-racism efforts will not succeed if they are seen as 
extras, such workshops will not be likely to succeed as 
arenas for preparing people for anti-racism work until that, 
too, is seen as "business as usual." Training efforts alone 
will not alter the institutional basis of organizational 
racism;. neither will small projects undertaken by middle- 
managers. But they may'be a useful complement to other 
efforts to challenge organizational racism. 
We invite inquiry, dialogue and reaction to the issues 
raised in this report. 
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*Refers to items referenced in this report. Other entries, as 
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participants as background reading. 
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1. Ransby article on "pushbutton solutions" 
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3. Statement from the Hispanic Student Association 
4. Black Action Movement I11 demands 
5. Summary of original BAM demands 
6. Summary of University's 6-point agreement or Action 
Plan. 
University Goes. 
for Pushbutton Solution 
by Barbara Ransby 1 
i 
The impad of RAT programs hlstoricaily has not been to further and 
enhance anthaelst struggles but to dhrerl, dilute and subvert them, to 
"easm tendons," gksa over contradktionq snp redeflne problems so that 
their solutions fK 
Lest year. struggle against racism at U M  wrrel and often emotional exchsnges between 
intensified sharply. In response to a series of t& whites ad-. 
I 
tanUy racist incidents, students occupied the A& As RAT evolved, it .increasingty focused an 
ministration building overnight. dsrupted the Board white mast attitudes which were confronted in eb 
of Regents meeting, and focused national media at- white workshops, by 'expert' white facilitators. A 
tention on me struggle at U-M. Consequently. h e  p o ~ h r  RAT slogan is mat 'racism is a white ptob- 
University was forced to respond. The response, h.' This slogan exposes Ihe fad hat RAT faali- 
however, has been geared more toward suppress- tat- are concerned solely with racist attitudes as 
ing future protests than combatting racism. By de- opposed to racist polms, practices and institu- 
fining the problem of racism as a problem of Mi tions. Such a statement has validity mly if one h 
vidual attitudes as opposed to a problem which is discussing the psychology of racism. If we talk 
systemic and institutionaliied. the University is, in about the material reality of racism in peoples' lives 
effect. depditicizing the anti-racist campus move it is primarily a problem for people of color. 
ment. This approach conveniently deflects blame This personalized approach to racism was padt- 
from university officials and minimizes the tact that aged and distributed widely by white Okhhoma pro- 
they have virtually ignored the anti-racist demands f e s s ~  Judy Katz in a 1976 book and subsequent 
made by student activists last term. This ovedy training program. In 1978, RAT went internat id 
simplistic, apolitical and ahistorical view of racism and a center was set up in Britain. Not surprisingly, 
' is dangerously misleading and undermines progres- RAT was adapted to British needs at a point when, ; 
siw antkmcist struggle. antkracist struggle against the fascist N a h u d  
. -&r h e  summer. the ~ n & F h a s  brought in 
several 'professional' race retations consultants to 
conduct wordshops on 'unlearning racism' for SIW 
dents. staff and some faculty. These consultants, 
while their approaches vary, are connected to the 
Katzian philosophy of Racism Awareness Training 
(RAT), popuhrired over a decade ago. 
The primary strategy for fighting raasm advoca- 
ted by RAT is for indviduais to understand other ark 
lures and their own prejudices against people who 
are different. Whiles, who are the focus of the RAT 
technique. are asked to carefully explore and cow 
h t  their personal biases a s  the best way of corn 
baning racism. Facilitators suggest they begin to 
do this by identifying how lhey themselves have 
been targets of disaimination as gays. people who 
are overweight, elderly. or horn single parent 
homes. 
RAT emerged in rhe late 1960's. on the 
heels of mt. C i  Rights and Bhck liberation move 
ments of hat  same decade. It was coordinated by 
school administrators. social workers and govern 
ment bureaucrats in urban centers where Black 
protests had been most intense. Not suprisingly. 
Detroit was one of hose  centers. 
One of the most comprehensive RAT programs 
was set up by he U.S. military to 'ease tensions' 
between Bhdc and white G.l.'s. That program was 
put in place by the Defense Oepanment essentially 
to 'cool our Back soldiers who were mounting in- 
creasingly militant protests against racism and dis- 
crimination within the military. The programs con- 
sisted of cultuht awareness sessions including-per- 
-- - - .  
Front, kd by Black and Asian youth. was at  irr 
peak. The impact of RAT programs historicdy has 
not been to funher and enhance and-racist'stnrg- 
gles but to divert dilute and subven them, to 'ease 
tensims,' gloss over contradictions. and redefine 
probkms so that their sdutions fit 
To the degree w h i i  RAT addresses raasm a s  a 
political issue it suggests that racism is preju- 
plus power. This formulation is problematic because 
it defines the pimary f w n d a h  of racism as per- 
sonal prejudice. 
It is more plausible to think of American racism 
in reverse. It is the power to subjugate. endave and 
exploit which is racism's foundation. Racist s t e r e  
types. theories of racial inferiority, and even a 
pseudo-xientitic definition of race itself, came 
largety a s  justification for the oppressive social reh- 
tions that had already been created. As a former 
Bbdc Panther leader once observed. 'African peop- 
le were not brought to America as 'negroes.' We 
were brought here a s  slaves.' In other words. Euro- 
pean colonists did not span tt~e globe. implement an 
elaborate wade network and carefully c m s t r ~ u  the 
social and economic system of slavery simply be- 
cause hey  did not 'like' Africans. A h n  slaves 
were brought to the Americas primarily a s  economic 
units to satisfy the insatiable labor needs of an ex- 
panding agricultural economy. 
Racism is an exploitative set of relationships 
that oppresses some and 'beriefits others. Racism 
divides poor people along racial liks. conveniently 
designates people of cobr a s  those who will be at 
(sea RAT. oaae 181 
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the bdttom of the social and economic pyramid of American 
capitalism. and provides visible and vulnerable scapegoab 
to blame for a whole array of social problems. For those 
who rule and profit from the current social ordcr, racism is 
not accidental all. 
RAT facilitators essentially divorce racism from its 
political m d  historical context and characterize it as one 
big misunderstanding. RAT reduces racism from h e  level of 
the political to the level of the personal, suggesting that by 
changing attitudes. one by one. we will eventually. albeit 
gradually. change the world. This sounds appealing to many 
Americans who .fear confrontdon. disrupticm and the d k  
order of m& protest. This approach implies that $we m 
just sjt down calmly and quietly and ralk hiings ouL The 
only problem is this personalized approach ignorcs the very 
basic question-Where do bad idcas come from anyway? 
Changing the nature of cducalion. rcallocaling malerial 
wealth, desegregating communities will do more to change 
ideas and. more importantly. improve the lives of p p l e  of 
color. llndividual or group lhaapy sessions which deal with 
racism in the abstract for two hours only sends every- 
back to their segregated lives, stratified institutions, and dif- 
fering levels of privilege. fceling personally cleansed and 
absolved. RAT gives people a way to fcel beuer about h- 
selves without doing anything to change the racist reality 
all around them. 
.. - . , 
. - . . - -..- -- - .  . - .  - -  . . --. .-- -~~ - - 
. . -  . 
yes. m i s t  attitudes must be -a- bru svugglcs 
solely on countering auiardinal- racism while leaving 
, the enlire racist apparatus of society. unsfalhd is not only 
1 inadequate but counter productive. Rogranu such as RAT 
a serve only to &tract -atfention fmm the political movcmcnt 
1 to e K a t  social change. Whites should imtcad leam to rcjcct 
' personal racism by pining in the anti-racist struggle and by I 
. I accepting leadership from those who understand racism best. 
! those who havc bccn its principal victims-people of color. 
j Moreover. racist pcrsonal attitudes are most likely to be 
challcngcd in the context of on-going relationship and 
' suuggle rather than a two or eight hour workshop which 
: deals with the issue in the abstracL Racism has no plsh- 
' bum solulionr I - 
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Statement from the Hispanic. Student Association ' 
1 
1. ThenarV l~Provor t .pos i t ionotus t  be f i l l e d  by Suneonewho i s  sympathetic . i 
t o  the necds a d  concerns of  Hispanics ud other rac ia l  and ethnic m inor i t l a .  i 
. 6 
i 




b. Hispanic faculty, staff, and student* must be involved i n  the selection 
and h i r ing  process for  the new Wce-Provost and the senior Hispanic 
posit ion in thc Office of the Vice-Provost. i ; 
2. The Office o f  A f f i m t i v e  Action must have a Hisprnic Rcpmsentative in a I 
senior .peal tion. 
The University aust act ively rec ru i t  and re ta in  Hispanic s ta f f ,  faculty, and 
stirdents. 
a. The Hispanic staf f  and facu l t y  should be representat ive 'of the student 
body I n  tems o f  Hispanic-group iden t i f i ca t ion  (Pucrto Riun/Boricua, 
. Rexiorrkaar iudChiuno, South kr lun,  etc.).. 
b. The University rust  involve current Hispanic students, faculty, and 
. -staff i n  the selection and h i r i ng  o f  additional faculty and staff. 
.c. , ,'- posit ion advancement and salary of a I  1 Hispanic and other raci-a1 rr\d 
. ethnic minorities must be reviewed, and adjusted where necessary t o  
. - equal that o f  non-minority faculty. Hispanic and other ' racia l .  and ethc ic .  . - 
minority faculty, students, and s ta f f  must be part of the rev im process. 
d. ~ i s p a i c  and o t h r  rat'i 'kl'ind ethnic m i & r i &  students, staf f ,  'in6 . .  . 
faculty hurt be represairted i n  nuubers proportional t o  their nunbers i n  
the mt iona l  population. . - 
The Latino Studies Progrm r u s t  be .expanded w i t h  addl t ional  tenure-track 
facul ty, and with support staff. i 
Hisprnic and other racial and ethnic minor i ty staf f ,  students, and faculty 
must be .on a l l  camaittees, borrds, and studies addressing the issues and con- 
cerns of mfnorities, such 8s the Presidential Advisory Camittee. 
The Un lwrs i t y  aust strengthen I t s  f inancial cumittment t o  &~ l t u ra i  p rogrming  
of Hispanic org.nirrtlons and offices on campus, such-as Hispanic Heri.t.ge 
bldr8tlm, Puorto R i u n  Ueek. HIspanIc Lecture Series, d Chicano H i i to ty  
Ynk. 
. . 
~ y o r a n a m m u n i t y s t h l g t .  
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